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Solar energy is a pure and reproducible energy. China has paid more and more 
consideration to the investigation and employment of solar energy. The investi-
gation focuses on the phenomenon of PID capability degradation of inactivation 
mediums for instance alumina/silicon nitride in transparent silicon high-efficiency 
solar cells. Through the laboratorial investigation on the effect of individual in-
activation membrane processes on the PID damping behavior, it is found that the 
deposition approach of silicon oxide and silicon nitride inactivation membranes 
on the surface of transparent silicon cells directly affects the PID damping. Ex-
cellent anti-PID capability; single-layer silicon oxide membrane with the same 
thickness has better anti-PID capability than silicon nitride membrane. Dou-
ble-layer silicon oxide/silicon nitride superimposed membrane with the en-
hancement of refractive index, the anti-PID damping capability gradually en-
hancements, and better anti-PID capability than monolayer silicon nitride. Inves-
tigation on the PID capability damping of inactivation mediums is of great sig-
nificance to further the capability of solar cells and help to further the effective 
employment of solar energy. 
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Introduction 

In the 21
st
 century, three major issues, for instance energy poverty, environmental 

pollution, and GHG, have prompted the rapid development of reproducible pure energy [1]. 

Among them, solar energy has the infiniteness of reserves, the universality of existence, the 

pureness of employment, and the economy of employment [2]. Solar generate electricity is 

uncoupled into photothermal generate electricity and electro-optic generate electricity. Elec-

tro-optic generate electricity is a science that rapidly converts light energy into electrical energy 

by using the electro-optic effect of the semiconductor interface. The main component of elec-
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tro-optic generate electricity is solar cells, which can be uncoupled into amorphous silicon, 

transparent silicon and compound solar cells according to individual mediums. Among them, 

transparent silicon solar cells and components are currently the mainstream of solar cells, and 

its market share has remained above 90% in recent years [3]. The International Energy Agency 

predicts that the world's electro-optic generate electricity will take up 2% of the amount gen-

erate electricity in 2020, and will take up 20% to 28% of the amount generate electricity in 2040 

[4]. The EU Joint investigation Center predicts that by 2030, the proportion of reproducible 

energy in the amount energy configuration will take up leavings behind 30%, and solar elec-

tro-optic generate electricity will reach leave behind 10% in the world's amount power provi-

sion [5]. In 2040, reproducible energy will take up leavings behind 50% of the amount energy 

configuration, and solar electro-optic generate electricity will take up leavings behind 20% of 

the world's amount power provision. By the end of the 21
st
 century, reproducible energy will 

take up leavings behind 80% of the amount energy configuration. Electro-optic generate elec-

tricity will take up leavings behind 60% of the world's amount power provision [6, 7]. It can be 

seen that the global electro-optic market demand is huge, and electro-optic generate electricity 

is an industry with good development prospects. 

Related work 

The investigation on the PID capability damping of solar cells and inactivation me-

diums has been extremely valued by many related professionals, and investigations at home and 

abroad have also conducted in-depth investigation on this science. Liang et al. [8] evaluated the 

inactivation effect of some inactivation mediums on lead-contaminated soil using soil pH 

value, effective lead content, lead form and bioactivity coefficient as indicators. The laborato-

rial consequences showed that blast furnace scoria and fly ash could enhancement soil pH, 

corncob biochar and phosphate manure could reduce soil pH, and the soil valid lead content of 

blast furnace scoria and phosphate manure treatment group was significantly lower than that of 

other treatments. In addition, blast furnace scoria and phosphate manure can significantly 

convert non-surplus lead to residual lead. Using a 1-D solar cell capacitance simulator simu-

lation program, Mishra et al. [9] simulated PID triggering of thin-membrane solar cells with 

individual absorber layers. The effect of PID on electrical parameters and overall capability 

characteristics is explained by appropriately matrixing defect states in semiconductor layers 

and at interfaces. For the detailed analysis of thin-membrane solar cells, the hierarchical dis-

tribution is also varied, and a thorough analysis of parameter drop is also done. In addition, the 

investigation on quantum efficiency and energy band diagram is also carried out, and the graph 

calculation is realized in MATLAB software. Kivik et al. [10] measured the real and imaginary 

parts of the battery impedance by the PEIS approach. The consequences of impedance changes 

during discharge and charge are plotted as a Nyquist diagram. During the charging and dis-

charging process of solar cells, important values for instance ohmic resistance (RS), charge 

transfer resistance (CT), electric double layer capacitance (CDL), and Warburg coefficient, s, 

were found. Shubhra et al. [11] proposed a control approach based on a normalized gradient 

adaptive regularization factor neural filter for a three-phase grid-connected solar electro-optic 

cell energy storage microgrid system. This nervous filter-based current controller furthers the 

dynamic response of the proposed scheme and feeds active power to the utility grid by ex-

ploiting the feed forward term of solar electro-optic power in variable atmospheric scenarios. 

The microgrid system is simulated by MATLAB/Simulink software, and the capability of the 

system is verified to be satisfactory under various operating conditions. 
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Salim et al. [12] established a stochastic optimization matrix to budget a budget solar 

cell storage system. For larger matrix’s, the study utilizes a LaGrange relaxation scheme to 

further it. To further velocity up the LaGrange approach, an asymptotic hedging algorithm is 

embedded in the sub gradient iterations of the LaGrange relaxation. Several enhancements to 

the progressive hedging algorithm are studied and the consequences of the bundling scenario 

are found to be within the best bounds. Zare et al. [13] combined solar dryers with olive 

croppers to use solar energy to reduce energy loss. After the olives are separated from the tree 

by using a designed and built cropper, a solar dryer is used to hold the olives for a final in-

spection of the olives for any damage. The consequences of the study show that the olive 

cropper can separate up to 92% of the olive fruit. The olive cropper was also found to have a 

crop efficiency of 29.47. Furthermore, evaluations of solar dryers have highlighted that en-

hancements in inlet air temperature and velocity lead to rapid reductions in olive moisture. 

Cagle et al. [14] used floating electro-optic solar devices to save land, further water surface 

employment and realize water surface conversion. Noorollahi et al. [15] propose a space-based 

integrated matrix of regional solar science potential. First, collect data related to the sun and 

select appropriate criteria and assessment techniques based on existing data. Then, evaluate the 

academic feasible of solar energy and map the solar irradiation. In addition, the technical 

feasible of various solar technologies was assessed in this investigation area. These technolo-

gies comprise concentrated solar power and electro-optics in power plant applications, and 

rooftop electro-optic panels and solar water heaters in general applications. The consequences 

showed that the Kurdistan province has a feasible capacity of 691 MW of solar PV plants and 

645 MW of CSP plants. In the case of using solar water heaters, the fuel consumption of 283 

million cubic meters of natural gas and 1.2 million liters of gasoline can be saved. The appli-

cation of domestic electro-optic generate electricity will save 10.2 MW of electricity. 

From the investigation on solar energy and inactivation mediums by scholars at home 

and abroad, it can be seen that good application consequences have been achieved in many 

fields. For purpose of furthering and stabilizing the PID capability of inactivation mediums in 

transparent silicon high-efficiency solar cells, a more in-depth analysis was carried out. 

Investigation on PID damping based on inactivation mediums for 

transparent silicon high-efficiency solar cells 

Influence of inactivation membrane science on PID damping of 

transparent silicon battery 

The amorphous membrane of transparent silicon battery has the effect of weakening 

reflection and inactivation, so it can also be called inactivation membrane, and its configuration 

is related to short-distance chylic bonds [16, 17]. There are basically two kinds of inactivation 

membranes that are more common in daily life, namely silicon nitride membrane and silicon 

oxide membrane [18, 19]. They are characterized by good chylic stability, inactivation, optical 

and mechanical properties [20]. The refractive index of the silicon nitride membrane is n = 

1.8~2.4, and the Si/N ratio will affect its fluctuation in this range. Among them, the refractive 

index is conversely proportional to the nitrogen atom content and proportional to the silicon 

atom. In addition to nitrogen and silicon atoms, the deposition temperature also affects the 

refractive index, which is proportional to the relationship between them. The reason for this 

effect is that the enhancement in temperature enhances the density of the membrane. The 

forbidden band width, Eg, of amorphous silicon nitride is about 5 eV. The forbidden band of 

this level is already relatively wide, and there will be no thermal excitation of the valence band 
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and the guide band. There is a trap energy level about 1.5 eV below the bottom of the conduc-

tion band. Under the action of high temperature and strong electric field, electrons on the trap 

energy level are excited into the conduction band, causing a tiny current through the silicon 

nitride membrane. The chylic stability of the silicon nitride membrane is very good. For 

transparent Si3N4, other acids and bases are almost inactive except for hydrofluoric acid. 

Silicon nitride membrane can actually prevent the diffusion of impurities for instance B, P, Na, 

As, Sb, Ge, Al, Zn, etc., peculiarly for Na+. In addition to the Si-N component, the silicon 

nitride membrane also contains considerable weakly bonded hydrogen and trace oxygen. The H 

content of the membrane is relatively high, up to 20-30% (atomic percent). Too high H content 

has adverse effects on the configuration, density, refractive index, stress and corrosion rate of 

the membrane. But an appropriate amount of H will passivate the surface. The interface state 

density of charges at the interface of silicon and silicon nitride is high, and this interface state 

acts as a trap or recombination center for carriers near the interface. Hydrogen inactivation can 

actually reduce the surface recombination velocity and enhancement the minority carrier life-

time, thereby improving the solar cell efficiency. Hydrogen inactivation is done at the same 

time as the deposition of the Si3N4 membrane. When Si3N4 is stored by PECVD, a part of the 

hydrogen will remain in the Si3N4 membrane due to the presence of hydrogen in the gas 

produced by the reaction. In the process of high temperature, this part of hydrogen will be 

released from Si3N4, diffused into silicon, and finally combined with dangling bonds to play a 

inactivation role. The advantage of PECVD hydrogen inactivation is that it can be completed at 

the same time as the deposition of the SiNx anti-reflection layer, reducing process steps. The 

disadvantage is that the plasma will cause certain damage to the silicon surface. Investigation in 

recent years has shown that defects (vacancies) in silicon play a decisive role in the decompo-

sition of hydrogen molecules, which can be expressed: 

2 2,   2H V H V H H V H V                (1) 

where V represents a vacancy. The vacancies can dissociate hydrogen molecules and can en-

hance the diffusion of hydrogen. In this way, hydrogen atoms and hydrogen-vacancy pairs can 

diffuse rapidly in the silicon, thereby acting as inactivation. When light hits the surface of a 

silicon wafer, about one-third of the light is lost due to reflection. If there are one or more 

suitable thin membranes on the silicon surface, the light reflection can be greatly reduced by 

using the principle of thin membrane interference cancellation, the short-circuit current and 

output of the battery will be greatly enhanced, and the efficiency will also be greatly improved. 

The principle of the anti-reflection coating is that the light irradiated on the silicon wafer cannot 

be completely absorbed by the silicon due to reflection. The size of the reflection percentage 

depends on the refractive index of silicon and the external transparent medium. At normal 

incidence, the reflectivity of the silicon wafer surface is shown: 

2
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          (2) 

where the refractive index of silicon is expressed as nsi, and its value is 1 in vacuum or at-

mosphere, the refractive index of the external medium is expressed as no. If a transparent 

dielectric membrane is prepared on the outside of silicon, since the reflected light on the two 

interfaces of the dielectric membrane interferes with each other, the reflectivity can be reduced 

in a wide wavelength range. 
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The reflectance at this time is shown: 
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where the Fresnel reflection coefficients at the external medium-membrane and mem-

brane-silicon interfaces are r1 sum r2 and it can be expressed: 
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where the external medium is expressed as no, the membrane layer is expressed as n, and the 

refractive index of silicon is expressed as nsi. The phase angle caused by the membrane 

thickness is D, which can be expressed: 

0

4π
nd


             (5) 

where the wavelength of incident light is expressed as l0, the actual thickness of the membrane 

is expressed as d, and the optical thickness of the membrane is expressed as nd. If the optical 

thickness of the membrane layer at this time is l0 1/4 when the light nd = l0/4 with the wave-

length is perpendicularly incident, it can be expressed as l0, then the eq. (6) can be obtained: 
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When Rl0 = 0, the reflection loss can be reduced to the minimum, then eq. (7) will 

appear: 

o sin n n         (7) 

Therefore, the refractive index of the anti-reflection coating required for a given 

wavelength, l0, can be obtained by eq. (7), and the optimal optical thickness of the coating layer 

is one-fourth of the wavelength. At this time, the reflectivity is the smallest, close to zero. But 

when the wavelength deviates from l0, the reflectivity will enhancement. For purpose of en-

hancing the battery output as much as possible, a reasonable design wavelength l0 should be 

taken first. This requires consideration of two aspects, the composition of the solar spectrum 

and the relative spectral response of the cell. The peak of the spectral energy of the terrestrial 

solar energy is at the wavelength of 0.5 µm, while the relative response peak of the silicon solar 

cell is at the wavelength of 0.8-0.9 µm. Therefore, the wavelength range with the best an-

ti-reflection effect is 0.5-0.7 µm, and l0 = 0.6 µm is desirable. A silicon solar cell with an 

antireflection coating of this thickness appears dark blue to the naked eye. At this time, the 

refractive index of silicon is nSi = 3.9, so if the battery is directly exposed to vacuum or used in 

the atmosphere, the refractive index of the most matching antireflection coating can be ex-

pressed: 

3.9 1.97n            (8) 

The membrane thickness and refractive index are the two most important parameters 

of the anti-reflection inactivation coating. How to match the two parameters to get the best 

capability needs to be debugged in the process. 
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Sample preparation and testing of 

individual battery inactivation membrane processes 

The investigation uses conventional P-type polysilicon in the production line and the 

same ingot silicon wafer. Two communities of silicon wafers were selected and coated with 

individual deposition techniques of silicon oxide inactivation membrane and individual depo-

sition techniques of silicon nitride inactivation membrane, and then the minority carrier life test 

was carried out, and then they were made into batteries and small components for PID test. The 

influence of individual deposition techniques of silicon inactivation membrane on PID damp-

ing was compared and analyzed. After the silicon wafer was pureed and diffused, the silicon 

nitride membrane was made by using the tubular PECVD equipment of CT company in Ger-

many. The deposition temperature was 375 °C. The membrane thickness was 85 nm by 

changing the flow ratio of silane and ammonia. Five communities of instances in 2.15 and 2.2, 

each group of instances has 50 pieces. The silicon oxide membrane was prepared by Qixing 

Huachuang thermal oxidation furnace equipment. When n = 1.416, the deposition time was 50 

minutes at 950 °C, 990 °C, 1025 °C, and 1040 °C, separately. The refractive index and mem-

brane thickness were then measured using a spectroscopic ellipsometer. After the individual 

process instances are made into components, the PID test is carried out. The PID test conditions 

are temperature 85 °C, humidity 85%, reverse electric tension –1000 V, 96 h. Finally, use an IV 

tester to test the electrical capability parameters. At the same time, EL was used to analyze the 

image comparison before and after the PID test, and SEMILAB's WT2000 was used to conduct 

the VQ test and the self-regulating steady-state residual electric tension test on the sample. 

Investigation and analysis of PID capability damping of 

transparent silicon battery inactivation membrane process 

Influence of individual inactivation membrane 

deposition techniques on PID damping 

The techniques of depositing silicon oxide inactivation membranes in the elec-

tro-optic industry basically comprise high-electric tension discharge ozone approach and 

high-temperature dry oxygen oxidation. The investigation divides ozone-oxidized silicon 

wafers into four communities of instances, and changes the oxidation time by mastering the belt 

velocity. The oxidation time is 2 seconds, 3 seconds, 4 seconds, and 5 seconds, separately. The 

life of the silicon wafer is tested by Semilab equipment. The life of the tested silicon wafer is 

shown in fig. 1. As shown, blue-green represents high minority lifetime, and red-yellow rep-

resents low minority lifetime. 

Thermal oxidation is uncoupled into four communities of instances, the same oxida-

tion time and individual oxidation temperature. The oxidation time is 15 minutes, and the 

oxidation temperature is 950 °C, 990 °C, 1025 °C, 1040 °C, using Qixing Huachuang diffusion 

furnace for oxidation. The thicknesses are 19 nm, 37 nm, 45 nm, and 83 nm, separately. Using 

Semilab equipment to test the lifetime of silicon wafers, the minority carrier lifetime diagram of 

the tested silicon wafers is shown in fig. 2. 

It can be seen from figs. 1 and 2, the color distribution of the lifetime of a single sil-

icon wafer shows that the deposition of the two types of silicon oxide membranes is relatively 

uniform, and only the edge part of the second group has a lower lifetime, which is related to the 

selected area of the silicon wafer. With the enhancement of oxidation time, the membrane 

thickness of ozone oxidized silicon wafer enhancees, and the minority carrier lifetime shows a 

downward trend. The minority carrier lifetime of the thermally oxidized silicon wafer decreases 
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with the enhancement of the thickness of the stored silicon oxide membrane. By collating the 

effects of the two oxidation inactivation membrane techniques on the PID damping, it is found 

that, as shown in fig. 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It can be seen from fig. 3 that the thermal oxidation inactivation membrane has a 

better effect than the ozone normal temperature oxidation inactivation membrane, and the PID 

damping of the small components is relatively low. The most commonly used silicon nitride 

Figure 1. Minority carrier lifetime spectra of silicon wafers with individual 
deposition times by ozone approach; (a) 2 seconds, (b) 3 seconds, (c) 4 seconds, 
and (d) 5 seconds  

Figure 2. Minority carrier lifetime spectra of silicon wafers with individual 
deposition times by thermal oxidation approach; (a) 950 °C, (b) 990 °C, 

(c) 1025 °C, and (d) 1040 °C  
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coating techniques in the former electro-optic industry are tubular PECVD and plate PECVD. 

Using tube P and plate P to deposit instances with the same membrane thickness and individual 

refractive indices, the membrane thickness is 85 nm, and the refractive indices are 2.05, 2.10, 

and 2.15, separately. By collating the influence of the two-silicon nitride inactivation mem-

brane techniques on the PID damping, it is found that the capability before and after the PID test 

of the tubular PECVD and plate PECVD deposition silicon nitride membrane fabrication 

components is shown in tab. 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 shows that when the silicon nitride refractive index is 2.05, 2.10, and 2.15, the 

PID damping of tubular PECVD components is 5.35%, 11.02%, and 4.21%, respectively, and 

that of plate PECVD components is 91.78%, 24.01%, and 9.84%, respectively. It can be seen 

that, with the increase of refractive index, the PID damping of silicon nitride inactivated 

membrane elements stored by the two processes shows a decreasing trend. However, compared 

with the silicon nitride passive film stored by the plate PECVD, the damping of the silicon 

nitride passive film stored by the tubular PECVD is lower and has higher anti PID capability. 

Influence of single-layer silicon oxide/silicon nitride 

inactivation membrane on PID damping 

Five communities of test instances with refractive indices of 2.0, 2.05, 2.1, 2.15, and 

2.2 stored by tubular PECVD were made into cells and packaged into small components for 

PID testing in a double 85 laboratorial box. The average efficiency before and after the test was 

compared, for instance shown in tab. 2. 

It can be seen from tab. 2 that the efficiency of the module has decreased to varying 

degrees after the PID test. As the refractive index changed from 2.0 to 2.2, the PID damping 

decreased from 81.71% to 1.46%. The SiNx refractive index enhancement and decreased, 

peculiarly when the refractive index reached from 2.05 to 2.15, the PID decay decreased rap-

Figure 3. Comparison of PID damping of components with individual oxidation 
techniques; (a) O3 oxidization and (b) thermal oxidization 

Table 1. Tubular PECVD and plate PECVD deposition of 
silicon nitride inactivation membrane components before and after PID test capability 

 Refractive index 2.05 2.10 2.15 

Tubular PECVD 

Efficiency before PID [%] 17.91 17.69 17.10 

Efficiency after PID [%] 15.16 15.74 16.38 

Damping [%] 15.35 11.02 4.21 

Plate PECVD 

Efficiency before PID [%] 17.16 17.12 17.88 

Efficiency after PID [%] 1.41 13.01 16.12 

Damping [%] 91.78 24.01 9.84 
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idly, and then gradually became stable with the enhancement of the refractive index. Figure 4 

shows the test VQ consequences of single-layer silicon nitride membranes with individual 

refractive indices. 

From fig. 4, when the charging capacity is 

continuously enhanceed from 0 nC/cm
2
 to 3000 

nC/cm
2
, and the surface electric tension of the 

silicon nitride membrane with refractive index n 

= 2 enhances linearly with the enhancement of 

corona charge, reaching above 24 V; When the 

refractive index n is 2.05 and 2.1, the surface 

electric tension of the silicon nitride membrane 

gradually enhances with the enhancement of the 

corona charge. When the corona charge reaches 

2500 nC/cm
2
 and 1000 nC/cm

2
, the surface 

electric tension gradually reaches the limit value 

of 14 V and 1000 nC/cm
2
, separately. About 7 V, 

when the refractive index n is 2.15 and 2.2, the 

surface electric tension of the silicon nitride 

membrane reaches the limit electric tension when the corona charge is 500 nC/cm
2
, and the 

surface electric tension does not change with the enhancement of the corona charge, and the 

two curves change. The trend is infinitely similar. For purpose of furthering touch bottom the 

impression of individual inactivation membranes on PID damping, a thermal oxidation furnace 

was used to feed 2000 sccm of oxygen at 950 ℃, 990 ℃, 1025 ℃, and 1040 ℃, and the process 

time was 50 minutes, and the refractive index n = 1.416 was stored, instances with SiO2 

membrane thickness of 19 nm, 37 nm, 45 nm, and 83 nm, separately. The batteries and small 

components are made by conventional science, and then PID test is carried out in the double 85 

test box. The electrical capability parameters of the instances before and after PID testing are 

shown in tab. 3. 

Table 2. Comparison of the average efficiency of five communities of 
test instances before and after testing 

Refractive index 2.00 2.05 2.10 2.15 2.20 

Cell efficiency [%] 17.60 17.60 17.60 17.60 17.20 

Efficiency before PID [%] 16.68 16.73 16.67 16.61 16.35 

Efficiency after PID [%] 3.05 11.53 13.22 16.14 16.11 

Damping [%] 81.71 31.08 20.69 2.82 1.46 

Table 3. Electrical capability parameter table of 
single-layer silicon oxide inactivation membrane before and after PID test 

SiO2 PID Voc [V] Isc [A] FF [%] Eta [%] Rsh [Ω] PID damping 

19 nm 
Before 0.61 8.44 67.47 14.28 12.7 

7.35% 
After 0.60 7.92 67.88 13.23 12.2 

37 nm 
Before 0.60 8.34 65.85 13.58 32.9 

6.92% 
After 0.56 7.81 70.16 12.64 26.6 

45 nm 
Before 0.59 7.73 66.16 12.31 43.8 

5.76% 
After 0.58 7.37 66.35 11.60 44.2 

83 nm 
Before 0.57 7.37 60.19 10.44 0.61 

5.36% 
After 0.57 7.02 60.20 9.88 0.66 

Figure 4. Variation of VQ with refractive index 
of monolayer silicon oxide membrane 
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From the data in tab. 3, it can be seen that after the same technical parameter’s silicon 

wafers are stored with oxide membranes at individual temperatures to make cells, there are 

differences in cell conversion efficiency. The conversion efficiency decreased with the en-

hancement of the oxide membrane thickness. The higher the temperature, the greater the in-

fluence on the electrical capability, the open circuit electric tension, Voc, and the short circuit 

current, Isc. are gradually reduced. Due to the difference in the thickness of the silicon oxide 

membrane, the high temperature process leads to a large difference in the parallel resistance, 

Rsh, of the battery. After the PID test, the parallel resistance data first decreases slightly and then 

enhancements, which also shows that the leakage current gradually decreases with the en-

hancement of the oxide membrane thickness, so the PID decay is reduced. 

Influence of double-layer silicon oxide/nitride 

inactivation membrane on PID damping 

Aforementioned experiments have verified that the high refractive index silicon ni-

tride membrane and the thick silicon oxide membrane have better inactivation effects, which 

can actually reduce the damping of PID. The investigation adopts the silicon oxide + silicon 

nitride double-layer membrane process to further touch bottom the influence of double-layer 

membrane on PID. Use a thermal oxidation furnace to deposit a silicon oxide membrane of about 

10 nm, and then use a tubular PECVD to deposit a silicon nitride membrane, and deposit five 

communities of silicon oxide + silicon nitride with refractive indices of 2.00, 2.05, 2.10, 2.15, and 

2.20, separately. For the sample, the amount membrane thickness was 85 nm. Then perform IV, 

EL, PID and other tests. The electrical capability parameters before and after the double-layer 

silicon oxide/silicon nitride PID were measured using an IV tester, as shown in tab. 4. 

It can be seen from tab. 4 that after the PID test of the five communities of instances, 

the open-circuit electric tension, Voc, has almost no changes, the short-circuit current, Isc, has 

decreased by 8.17%, 7.61%, 5.19%, 3.32%, and 3.24%, and the battery conversion efficiency 

has decreased by 29.27%, 26.43%, 10.76%, 3.67%, 2.83%, separately, all show a downward 

trend with the enhancement of the refractive index. Figure 5 compares the PID decay of the 

bilayer silicon oxide/silicon nitride membrane with that of the single layer silicon nitride 

membrane as a function of refractive index. 

From fig. 5 that the PID damping trend of the double-layer membrane and the sin-

gle-layer membrane is consistent. The PID damping decreases rapidly with the enhancement of 

the refractive index in the range of refractive index from 2.0 to 2.15. The damping is smaller. In 

Table 4. Electrical capability parameter table of 
double-layer silicon oxide/silicon nitride inactivation membrane before and after PID 

SiNx/SiO2 PID Voc [V] Isc [A] FF [%] Eta [%] Rsh [Ω] PID damping 

2.00 
Before 0.63 9.55 68.47 16.91 0.05 

29.27% 
After 0.61 8.77 54.38 11.96 12.27 

2.05 
Before 0.63 9.59 67.69 16.80 0.11 

26.43% 
After 0.61 8.86 55.46 12.36 12.05 

2.10 
Before 0.64 9.63 67.99 17.10 0.05 

10.76% 
After 0.63 9.13 64.66 15.26 4.49 

2.15 
Before 0.63 9.64 68.34 17.18 0.04 

3.67% 
After 0.63 9.32 68.35 16.55 0.13 

2.20 
Before 0.63 9.57 68.04 16.92 0.12 

2.83% 
After 0.63 9.26 68.35 16.44 0.13 
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the range of refractive index 2.15 to 2.2, the PID damping curve tends to be stable, and the 

difference in power damping is small. It can be seen that the double-layer membrane has better 

anti-PID capability than the single-layer membrane. For purpose of touch bottom the data of the 

double 85 laboratorial box test PID, the PIDcon equipment was used to test the sample again. 

The relative changes in parallel resistance of instances of silicon oxide/silicon nitride mem-

branes with individual refractive indices after PID testing are shown in fig. 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From fig. 6 that for instances with refractive indices of 2.05, 2.1, 2.15, and 2.20, under 

the conditions of a temperature of 85 °C and a reverse electric tension of 1500 V, the parallel 

resistance drops rapidly within 2 hours, and the curve of the sample with a refractive index of 

2.0 tends to be stable. The curves of instances with refractive indices of 2.05, 2.1, and 2.15 tend 

to be stable after 4 hours, 8 hours, and 10 hours, separately, and the parallel resistance is ba-

sically close to zero. During the whole 24 hours test process of the refractive index 2.2 sample, 

there was little change at first, and the relative value of the parallel resistance was above 90. The 

power decay over time of instances of silicon oxide/silicon nitride membranes with individual 

refractive indices after PID testing is shown in fig. 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Variation of PID damping with        Figure 6. Relative change of parallel resistance 
refractive index for silicon nitride               of instances of silicon oxide/silicon nitride  
double-layer membrane and                     membranes with individual refractive indices 

single-layer membrane                          after PID test  

Figure 7. Variation of power with time after      Figure 8. The VQ consequences of 
PID test of instances of silicon                    double-layer silicon oxide/silicon 

oxide/silicon nitride membranes with             nitride membrane test 
individual refractive indices 
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From fig. 7 that the power variation trend is consistent with the parallel resistance 

variation trend. For purpose of furthering touch bottom the reliability of the above proof con-

sequences, the VQ tester from Semilab was used to test, and the VQ consequences of dou-

ble-layer silicon oxide/silicon nitride were tested, as shown in fig. 8. 

From fig. 8 that when the charging capacity is continuously enhanced from 0 to 3000 

nC/cm
2
, the surface electric tension of the bilayer membrane with refractive index n = 2 ac-

celerates linearly with the advance of corona charge, and the limit electric tension reaches leave 

behind 30 V. When the refractive index n is 2.05, the surface electric tension of the double-layer 

membrane gradually enhancements with the enhancement of the corona charge. When the 

corona charge reaches 2500 nC/cm
2
, the surface electric tension gradually reaches the limit 

value of 15 V. The refractive index n is 2.1, 2.15. At 2.2, the surface electric tension of the 

double-layer membrane reaches the limit electric tension when the corona charge is about 500 

nC/cm
2
. With the further enhancement of the corona charge, the surface electric tension does 

not change, and the curve trend is stable. When the surface electric tension reaches saturation, 

the forward charge that continues to be applied is extracted due to the leakage of the membrane 

itself, and does not contribute to the surface electric tension. 

Conclusion 

Based on the investigation on the PID capability damping of inactivation mediums for 

instance alumina/silicon nitride SiN for transparent silicon high-efficiency solar cells, it is 

found that the deposition approach of silicon oxide and silicon nitride inactivation membranes 

on the surface of transparent silicon cells directly affects the PID damping, and that the thermal 

oxide membrane is stronger than ozone. The oxide membrane at room temperature has high 

minority carrier lifetime and good anti-PID damping capability. Tubular PECVD has longer 

minority carrier lifetime and better anti-PID capability than plate PECVD stored silicon nitride 

inactivation membrane. When the thickness is constant, the single-layer silicon nitride mem-

brane enhances with the refractive index and the anti-PID damping capability is gradually 

enhanced. When the refractive index is constant, when the thickness of the single-layer silicon 

oxide membrane enhancements from 19 nm to 83 nm, the anti-PID damping capability is 

gradually enhanced, and the single-layer silicon oxide membrane with the same thickness has 

better capability than the silicon nitride membrane. Anti-PID capability: As the refractive index 

of the double-layer silicon oxide/silicon nitride superimposed membrane enhancements, the 

anti-PID damping capability is gradually enhanced, and it has better anti-PID capability than 

single-layer silicon nitride. This may be because when the thickness of the inactivation mem-

brane is thick or the density and refractive index are high. The leakage capability of the inac-

tivation membrane is enhanced, but the charge accumulation ability on the battery surface is 

reduced. The surface electric tension is reduced, and the PID effect is weakened. Through 

investigation, many capabilitys of solar cells can be improved, and further investigation can be 

carried out on more solar products in the future, and this kind of pure reproducible energy can 

be more fully applied to production and life. 
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